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In search of a model explaining
organic food purchase behavior
The overlooked story of Montano and
Kasprzyk’s integrated behavior model
Khandoker Mahmudur Rahman and Nor Azila Mohd Noor
Othman Yeop Abdullah Graduate School of Business,
Universiti Utara Malaysia, Sintok, Malaysia
Abstract
Purpose – The purpose of this paper is to explore the domain relevance of a comprehensive yet almost
overlooked theoretical framework for studying organic food purchase behavior in a global context.
This conceptual paper argues that there exists an apparently powerful model in health behavior
domain that may readily be brought into organic food purchase behavior research. The paper argues
for domain relevance and proposes that Montano and Kasprzyk’s integrated behavior model may
readily be used in organic food behavior studies with some relevant modification.
Design/methodology/approach – The paper follows an exploratory approach and shows how
variables used in the past may be aggregated to the model in question. The challenge is addressed by
following both the inductive and the deductive reasoning. Deductive reasoning calls for investigating
whether such behavior may be classified as health behavior. Inductive reasoning calls for proving
relevance of all the variables in the aforesaid model to the organic food research context.
Findings – The paper concludes that the Montano and Kasprzyk’s model is theoretically relevant to
the organic food behavior domain. However, it is observed that the domain-specific operationalization
is necessary for further empirical studies.
Research limitations/implications – Since the model was rarely tested empirically in predicting
organic food purchase intention, the variable-specific relevance may not warrant the relevance of the
whole model with intertwined relationships at the same time.
Practical implications – The paper may pave a way toward further empirical research and may also
explain the apparent intention-behavior gap as often reported in literature.
Originality/value – The paper may provide a useful direction in future organic food purchase
behavior studies by showing the domain relevance of an apparently powerful model, along with
addition of some newer variables that may enrich the existing model.
Keywords Organic foods, Organic marketing, Determinants of organic food purchase behaviour,
Montano and Kasprzyk’s model, Organic food behaviour model, Research agenda for organic foods
Paper type Conceptual paper
Introduction
The paper is aimed at exploring the domain relevance of Montano and Kasprzyk’s
integrated behavior model (IBM), which appears to be a comprehensive yet hardly used
framework for investigating organic food purchase behavior in a global context. This
conceptual paper argues that the model, which has been primarily used in health
behavior studies, has great potential to be readily used in organic food behavior studies
as well. Secondarily, some additional variables, along with some dimensions of existing
variables, are looked into to enrich the model to be used in future research.
The rationale behind arguing for domain relevance of the model in favor of
investigating organic food behavior studies is manifold. For example, it is identified
that most of the variables in the model are somewhat studied in a scattered way by
other researchers, but the combined effect of all of them in a comprehensive model has
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not been looked into. Therefore, it is plausible that the model, if proved to be relevant,
would yield better explanatory power of organic food behavior in a comprehensive
framework. In addition, many authors posit that the apparent gap in the intention-
behavior causation is most likely due to unaccounted variables in the theory of planned
behavior (TPB) framework (Kollmuss and Agyeman, 2002). Consequently, Lobb et al.
(2007) posit that trust enhances the predictive capability of the TPB, Wallace et al.
(2005) find that situational constraints can explain the behavioral gap,
Sangkumchaliang and Huang (2012) and Vega-Zamora et al. (2014) find that lack of
knowledge may significantly deter actual buying behavior of organic foods, and so on.
Interestingly, many of these variables, except trust, pop-up simultaneously in the
Kasprzyk’s model that found wide usage in health behavior studies. Literature review
shows that these variables, including their proposed path of relationships in the
Kasprzyk’s model, are highly relevant in explaining organic food purchase behavior.
Therefore, the rationale of proving domain relevance of Kasprzyk’s model lies not
only in its comprehensiveness but also in its potential capability to explain intention-
behavior gap that is widely documented in the literature.
Background of the IBM
The IBM was originally proposed by Montano and Kasprzyk in the process of
developing an integrated health behavior model based on the theory of reasoned action
(TRA) and the TPB. The model evolved through various studies over a period of ten
years, including through collaborative studies with Fishbein (Montano and Kasprzyk
2008). The first pioneering paper that tested an early version of the model was based on a
longitudinal study on protective health behavior (e.g. use of condoms) among high HIV
risk groups in Zimbabwe (Kasprzyk et al., 1998). Later, the researchers were further
inspired by the Institute of Medicine’s report that recommended an integrated model for
communication strategies to change health behavior (Institute of Medicine, 2012).
While Montano and Kasprzyk (2008) maintained that the TPB has been successful
in explaining and predicting behavior across a wide array of behavioral studies,
including designing intervention programs to effectively change behavior, original
proponents of the early theories also stressed the need for considering other variables
to form an integrated behavioral model. Moreover, the TPB-related studies often found
intention-behavior gap, i.e., intention may not always lead to actual behavior (Armitage
and Conner, 2001; Vermeir and Verbeke, 2006). It is expected that the additional
variables would most likely explain the apparent intention-behavior gap since they
impose conditions that should be satisfied for intention to be converted into action
(Montano and Kasprzyk, 2008). Thus, based on an integrative approach by combining
earlier theories, their longitudinal investigation was aimed at modeling health-
protection behavior in a comprehensive manner. This was how IBM was born. The
Figure A1 shows the IBM as developed by Montano and Kasprzyk (2008).
Evidently, the IBM was specifically designed based on health behavior studies and
protective health behavior in particular. Later, the model, including its early variant,
found extensive applications in health behavior intervention, health communication,
and health education studies. For example, the model was used in community-level HIV
intervention studies (Fishbein et al., 1999), measuring efficacy of HIV risk-reduction
studies (Kamb et al., 1998), interventional studies in preventing HIV (Rhodes et al.,
2007), explaining motivation for male circumcision (Montano et al., 2014), exploring the
influence of stigma and beliefs on the help-seeking for children with intellectual







































et al., 2014), investigating leisure time physical activity (Beville, 2010), planning for
behavioral intervention in alcohol consumption (Rowland et al., 2013), identifying
barriers to human papilloma virus vaccination (Mills et al., 2013), and so on. The list
would keep growing to reveal the evidence that the model found its most applications
in health behavior and intervention studies and almost none in the organic food
purchase behavior modeling.
In order to substantiate with available references, about 961 citations were traced
through Google Scholar for Montano and Kasprzyk’s model to date. However, only two
papers mentioned and scantily used some variables with respect to food-related studies
(Quick et al., 2013; Hämmerle et al., 2012). After examining both the papers, it was found
that only one of these papers specifically mentioned the model in the organic food
context (Hämmerle et al., 2012). However, the fact remains that the paper used only one
(i.e. habit) of the four new variables of the IBM as compared to the TPB model and did
not consider the complete model at all. Thus, none of these papers tested the model in
organic food behavior context. In addition, hardly any deliberation can be traced that
talked about why the complete IBM may be relevant to organic food behavior study.
Comparing the TPB and the IBM
Before further deliberation, a brief comparison between the TPB and the IBM may be
necessary. A number of similarities and stark differences can be observed between the
IBM and the TPB. Based on the TPB, the IBM also assumes that the most important
determinant of behavior is intention, on the premise that lack of motivation may not
confer undertaking of a particular behavior. In identifying the variables affecting
intention, the IBM also suggests that attitude, perceived norm, and personal agency be
considered as antecedents of intention. These three constructs of the IBM are
very much similar in dimensions and definitions of three key constructs of the TPB,
i.e., attitude, subjective norms, and perceived behavioral control (PBC), respectively.
However, the IBM includes four more variables as compared with the TPB framework.
Evidently, these variables are apparently major theoretical additions during ten years of
longitudinal study of health-protective behavior. In tracing the justification of including
these new variables, it is necessary that other theories be looked upon, as the proponents of
the IBM did in this case. In order to develop an integrated model, IBM borrows from other
prominent behavioral theories that identifiably differentiate this model from the TPB.
For example, based on the theory of interpersonal behavior (Triandis, 1979), IBM includes
environmental constraints and habit as additional determinants of behavior. In addition,
Montano and Kasprzyk (2008) argued that, without required knowledge and skill,
an individual may not be able to perform a particular behavior. For example, if someone
wants to go for a cancer screening, he or she must have knowledge about the healthcare
system, and there should be no environmental limitation (e.g. lack of transportation
or limited clinic hours) that should prevent such intention from being implemented.
Thus, “knowledge and skills” are also regarded as important determinants of behavior.
In addition, borrowing from health behavior model (Becker, 1974), behavior salience
was included as a predictor of behavior in the integrated model. Behavior salience
refers to the level of importance attached to a behavior by an individual. An individual
must feel that cancer screening carries due importance in his/her mind for underlying
intention to be carried out and translated into behavior. The authors posit that for an
action that are carried out after long intervals (like mammography), the behavior must
be salient or cued so that the individual puts enough importance to remember to








































individual and should occur at the forefront of his or her thoughts to trigger that
particular behavior to happen.
Based on these definitions, it appears that the four additional variables are distinct
from the TPB constructs, except that it may rationally be argued whether constructs
like PBC and knowledge and skill to perform behavior are measuring the same thing.
In short, PBC refers to the degree of control (or volitional component) an individual has
on his/her behavior (Ajzen, 2002). For example, if an organic store is far away from
someone’s home, his/her intention may not necessarily translate into actual behavior
(Dimitri and Dettmann, 2012), because the context may not be under control for certain
customer segments (Nasir and Karakaya, 2014). On the other hand, knowledge and skill
to perform the behavior may be defined as the knowledge about organic foods and
ways an individual may identify organic foods, like skill in identifying the certification
and logos (Teng and Wang, 2015). Therefore, these constructs emanate from different
conceptual contexts and may not measure the same thing at all.
Therefore, a particular behavior is likely to follow based on four conditions: an
individual must have strong behavioral intention along with knowledge and skills to
perform the behavior; there would be no prohibitive situational factors; the behavior is
salient (important); and finally, there should be sustained individual habits based on
repeated past performance.
Need for domain relevance
It might be logically asked as to why it would be important to deal with domain relevance
since IBM appears to be a mere extension of the TPB. This section argues that without
deliberation on domain relevance of the IBM to organic food purchase behavior context,
the model should not readily be tested just because it has many similarities with the TPB.
Of course, the TPB has been widely used and accepted as a salient model in many
consumer behavior studies including studies of organic food purchase behavior in the
past (Aertsens and Verbeke, 2009; Arvola et al., 2008). However, major theoretical
additions are observed in the IBM as compared to the TPB. These additional variables
make the model stand out from its parent model. The major additions in the TPB model
to arrive at the IBM were done with specific objectives in a particular behavioral context.
Therefore, these reasons may warrant a distinct deliberation on the domain relevance of
the IBM in a different domain before using the model in that new context.
Domain relevance is also required in order to address validity concerns in empirical
studies in future. In fact, domain relevance has been mostly viewed as a content
validity issue in measurement literature (Horgas et al., 2008). While content validity has
been defined in different ways by different scholars, the idea of domain relevance
oftentimes links to test-item contents and test-item responses in order to ensure content
validity (Anne, 1983). However, it appears that the content validity issue is only
secondary to the domain relevance of the theoretical model in the first place, because
without domain relevance of the theory itself, the domain relevance of measurement
items would be meaningless. Henceforth, it logically follows that any case of domain
irrelevance of a model would most likely negate the content validity of measurement
items. Therefore, domain relevance should be established before the model can
empirically be tested. In most empirical studies, we do not often see lengthy discussion
on domain relevance since this is not needed when researchers use already-validated
domain-relevant theories or use minor additions to existing models. Apparently, IBM
has not been used or tested in its full version in organic food purchase behavior context







































Significance of domain relevance
What would be the contribution to organic food behavior literature if domain relevance
can be established? As already noted, the TPB model has been extensively used in
studying organic food purchase behavior. Attitude, subjective norms, and PBC may
explain variation in organic food purchase intention, thereby explain variation in
behavior. In contrast, the IBM model proposed four additional variables that affect
behavior. As already noted, the additional variables in the IBM model may contribute
toward explaining the intention-behavior gap. Such a gap has been reported in
numerous empirical studies in the past. Previous studies also indicated that intention-
behavior gap needs explanation, i.e., additional variables might be explored to explain
the variation in actual behavior.
Consequently, it appears that past researchers exhibited two dominant trends in
explaining this gap between intention and actual behavior. The first trend includes
attempts to add new variable(s) with popular behavioral theories like the TRA or the
TPB. For example, many studies identified habit as a significant predictor of actual
behavior in organic food purchase behavior context (e.g. Tarkiainen and Sundqvist,
2009; Zepeda and Deal, 2009; Van Loo et al., 2013; Hämmerle et al., 2012). Other
studies by Carvalho et al. (2010) and Soyez et al. (2012) identified situational
constraints as an important factor in organic food behavior context. But none of these
studies tested IBM as a model in its complete form, nor did they mean any reference to
the model as well.
The second trend of intention-behavior research does not exhibit any new variable
to explain the gap, rather proposes new dimensions of existing variables under the
existing models or theories. For example, Aertsens and Verbeke (2009) recommended
studying both affective and cognitive dimensions of attitude at the same time, since it
appears to be understudied in organic food behavior literature.
It follows that the IBM may belong to the first category of models where additional
variables are expected to explain some part of intention-behavior gap, provided it
would be relevant and applicable in the organic food behavior context.
Addressing the challenge of domain relevance
The challenge can be met by providing two ways of reasoning: deductive reasoning
and inductive reasoning. Deductive reasoning would look into past studies, if any, that
would justify or indicate that the IBM can be applied in studying organic food or
general category of food-related behavior. If other studies indicated and established
that IBM can be employed to study food-related behavior, we may deductively
conclude that verifiable precedence exists in favor of such modeling. Two recent
studies can be traced where IBM has been mentioned or partially used in explaining
food-related behavior (e.g. Hämmerle et al., 2012; Quick et al., 2013). The first study
investigated safe food handling behavior, therefore, it is not related to organic food
purchase behavior. On the other hand, the second study investigated purchase
intention of organic foods by drawing only one component (habit) from Montano and
Kasprzyk (2008) and rest of the variables from the Ajzen (1991).
Therefore, deductive logic is not strong under organic food context since none of the
papers tested the complete model or a substantial part of it. It appears that since the
model was not tested in full, it probably was enough to establish a single-variable
relevance in their contexts and not the domain relevance of the whole model. Therefore,
in order to use the whole model in a different domain in a substantial way, it is








































There could be another deductive reasoning to determine the domain relevance of
IBM. If it can be shown that organic food purchase behavior is a kind of “protective
health behavior,” then it would probably make the IBM an acceptable model for
guiding the new research framework since the model is extensively used in
investigating health-protective behavior. However, this could be a weak argument
since it is based on syllogistic reasoning. In another way, it could best be seen as a weak
and alternative argument.
The challenge of establishing domain relevance may also be met through inductive
reasoning. For example, by examining the additional four variables in the IBM under
food behavior context and verifying the domain relevance of each of these variables, it
may be possible to confer some degree of domain relevance of the IBM. Although
establishing distinct single-variable relevance may not necessarily mean that those
additional four variables would be relevant when combined, this deliberation appears
to be a good starting point to lay the foundation for empirical necessity in a
multivariate research agenda. Both the deductive and inductive rationales are further
explained in the following section.
The first rationale
It needs deliberation under deductive context whether purchasing organic food could
be considered a kind of health behavior. Previous studies found health concern as one
of the important factors for consumers to choose organic foods (Magnusson et al., 2003;
Kesse-Guyot et al., 2013; Yin et al., 2010), although this might not be the only reason
(Millock and Hansen, 2002). According to Crinnion (2010), the positive association of
organic food with health perception might have stemmed from the fact that organic
foods do not contain any pesticide or trace of other harmful chemicals, and some are
reported to be more nutritious than genetically modified food. In a study comparing the
values of the German and the British consumers, health values appeared to be the most
dominant among all the values considered (Baker et al., 2004). It may be mentioned that
in addition to health reasons, other non-use values like environmentalism and animal
welfare may influence consumer intention (Millock et al., 2004), so much so that some
studies find health reasons non-significant in certain cases (Michaelidou and Hassan,
2008; Millock and Hansen, 2002). However, further empirical research exhibits that
even though consumers may feel that non-use values may have higher weights in
purchase decision, actual purchase data show that consumers are primarily driven by
use-values (Wier et al., 2008). Therefore, majority of studies generally support the
significant link between consumers’ health concern and choice of organic food,
although this may not be the only reason for buying such foods.
In addition, past studies reported that many consumers would prefer organic foods
with “health protection” motive in mind. For example, health problems like bovine
spongiform encephalopathy, salmonella contamination, and certain health problems
suspected to be associated with genetically modified foods have steered many
consumers to prefer organic food as a measure of health protection (Makatouni, 2002;
Ritson and Oughton, 2007; Zanoli and Naspetti, 2002). It may be noted that certain
safety issues like microbe contamination is more related to organic meat products,
since organic meat is more likely to contain microbiological contaminants than
conventional meats. This is one of the criticisms brought against organic meats,
although many studies show inconclusive results (Cohen Stuart et al., 2012; Kouba,
2003). Other researchers contradict such criticism against organic meats based on their







































of studies in this context, Blair (2012) concluded that the risks of poisoning from meat is
more likely to be influenced by the way the meat is handled after slaughter than its
organic or conventional origin.
Such health-protective behaviors are also observed among mothers of young
children. For example, despite low-infant mortality in Canada, numerous chronic
diseases are found to be growing among children that have been attributed to
environmental exposures (Nieuwenhuijsen et al., 2013; Schlotz and Phillips, 2009). Such
environmental health risks might particularly stress mothers, which might have
resulted into adopting preventative measures like avoiding products with strong
chemicals or purchasing organic food (MacKendrick, 2009). Therefore, health-
protective measures being a kind of health behavior (Harris and Guten, 1979), it
appears that the IBMmay be relevant in studying organic food purchase behavior from
a deductive rationale.
The second rationale
Under inductive rationale, are those additional four variables relevant to organic food
purchase behavior? Literature shows enough evidence as follows.
First, many studies reported or implied that lack of knowledge and skill to
distinguish organic food may result in abstaining from buying behavior or deterring
consumption (Sangkumchaliang and Huang, 2012; Vega-Zamora et al., 2014; Vermeir
and Verbeke, 2006; Zepeda and Deal, 2009). In addition, some studies reported that lack
of information about organic food methods or insufficient knowledge of organic food
stuff may deter purchase behavior (Cerjak et al., 2010; Hjelmar, 2011). According to a
study by Aygen (2012), it was observed that respondents were willing to buy more
organic food if they had known more about organic foods and logos by which organic
foods are represented in the market. Similar findings are reported by Wier et al. (2008),
where the lack of knowledge appears to be a significant deterrent to purchase behavior.
Although some studies reported no significant relationship between knowledge about
organic food and buying behavior (Gotschi et al., 2007), it appears that the distinction is
more specific toward population and sample. Overall, the literature indicates that the
direct relationship between knowledge and purchase behavior is relevant for
investigation in organic food behavior context.
In addition to the direct relationship between knowledge and actual behavior, some
past literature also suggest that there might be a significant link between knowledge
and attitude as well. According to Tobler (2011), early models of pro-environmental
behavior assume that knowledge linearly influence attitudes and that, in turn, leads to
pro-environmental action. Accordingly, anyone who wants to promote pro-
environmental behavior often thinks that behavioral conversion is a function of
knowledge (Kaiser and Fuhrer, 2003). However, as Tobler (2011) explains, such
relationship could have become weaker over time. Recent organic food behavior studies
indicate that knowledge may not have significant impact on attitude (Teng and Wang,
2015), or the effect might be weaker than it was empirically found in earlier studies
(Tobler, 2011). Therefore, based on these findings, it may be suggested that the direct
influence of knowledge on behavior may be kept as it is in the IBM model subject to
further empirical testing in future research.
Second, the concept of behavior salience needs interpretation in organic food
behavior context. In explaining the IBM, Montano and Kasprzyk (2008) posits that
“behavior salience” is extremely important for an individual to make up his/her mind to








































particular screening behavior. According to authors, for example, certain health
screening behavior like cancer screening should be felt important by the individual in
order to translate behavioral intention into actual behavior. Under the organic food
behavior context, it refers to how much importance the consumer attaches to his/her
decision of buying organic foods.
This level of importance actually refers to the level of involvement as already
discussed and proved relevant by Vermeir and Verbeke (2006) under organic food
behavior context. Authors explained that since involvement or perceived personal
importance is a particular kind of motivation, it is initiated when a product or
promotional communication is recognized as instrumental in satisfying important
needs, goals, and values. Therefore, consumers are inclined to put cognitive effort in a
decision-making process when their product involvement level is high. Ultimately, as
authors noted, involvement affects the extent of information search; the length of the
decision-making process; formation of underlying beliefs, attitudes and intentions; and
finally, behavioral outcomes. Consequently, they conducted an experimental study that
showed that involvement had a significant positive influence on attitude toward
purchasing sustainable dairy products. Similar findings were reported by Tsai et al.
(2015) who showed that consumers with higher involvement level visited organic food
store more often than consumers who had lower involvement level. Therefore, behavior
salience (or involvement) is highly relevant to organic food behavior context, although
we found that this variable has been researched by a few researchers only, and almost
none under the IBM framework.
However, although “involvement” appears to be an important and relevant variable
in organic food purchase behavior, the validity of the direct influence on actual
behavior as postulated by the IBM deserves scrutiny in order to apply the model in the
new domain. In the organic food context, while some researchers view involvement as
an influencer of attitude (Vermeir and Verbeke, 2006), some view this as a predictor of
behavioral intention rather than attitude (Beharrell and Denison, 1995), while others
view this as a moderator variable in between attitude and actual behavior (Tarkiainen
and Sundqvist, 2009). Apart from these few conflicting studies, a good number of
consumer studies consider involvement as an influencer of actual behavior. For
example, Celsi and Olson (1988) define involvement as a motivational state, which
influences the extent of consumers’ interest and comprehension processes as well as
overt behaviors such as shopping and consumption. Similarly, other researchers also
exhibit empirical evidence that “involvement” has significant influence on actual
behavior and consumption (Perez-Cueto et al., 2011; Lind, 2007; Juhl and Poulsen, 2000;
Foxall and Bhate, 1993; Mittal and Lee, 1989). Therefore, based on the common trend of
past findings, the direct relationship between “involvement” and “actual buying
behavior” is plausible.
Third, the environmental constraints as explained by Montano and Kasprzyk (2008)
in the health behavior context would be synonymous to situational factors in general
consumer behavior context. A rational enquiry may ensue whether the direct
relationship on actual behavior as proposed by the IBM would also hold for organic
food purchase behavior. Indeed, many scholars viewed situational variables as one of
the influencers of organic food purchase behavior (Carvalho et al., 2010). In past studies,
situational factors were proposed to account for the intention-action gap (Carvalho
et al., 2010; Soyez et al., 2012). According to a meta-study, it was suggested that beyond
the relationship between knowledge and attitudes, attitudes and intentions, and







































eco-friendly behavior (Hines et al., 1986). Authors called them “situational factors” that
consisted of economic limitations, social influence, and availability of alternatives.
It appears that the situational variables are mostly viewed as extraneous variables
that influence consumers’ purchase behavior. Therefore, the variable is not only
relevant in organic food context, but the nature of direct relationship with actual
behavior is also plausible. Similar influence is echoed by a highly cited and classic
study of situational factors on consumer behavior conducted by Belk (1975). He
identified five dimensions of situational variables that may have significant influence
on consumers’ decision making. In fact, the flexible nature of situational variables
opens a wide possibility of viewing multiple dimensions of the variable in a particular
research context of a researcher. For example, according to Soyez (2012) and Carvalho
et al. (2010), lack of availability is considered a situational constraint in buying organic
foods. Distance to travel to buy organic food could also be a barrier where the
situational context is out of control of the buyer (Nicholls et al., 1997; Zhuang et al.,
2006). In addition, majority of organic food studies find that price and availability are
among the major barriers in adopting organic foods (Gschwandtner, 2014a; Aertsens
et al., 2011). Consequently, some researchers proposed that price be considered a
“situational constraint” while investigating organic food purchase behavior (Carvalho
et al., 2010; Soyez, 2012; Klöckner, 2012).
Such a dimensional view of situational constraints is plausible for two reasons. First,
the second-generation analytical technique like structural equation modeling is
becoming widely available where such dimensional operationalization is accessible.
Second, complex modeling can be handled through theoretical parsimony by using
multi-dimensional variables. Therefore, the situational constraints or environmental
constraints may be seen as a multi-dimensional variable, leaving it to the decision of
particular researcher to suit his/her context. Overall, it appears that situational
variables are relevant to organic food behavior context.
Fourth, habit has been viewed and suggested by many scholars as an important
determinant of purchase behavior. Habit, seen as one’s repeated past behavior, is
believed to be a basic and important consideration in understanding one’s present or
future behavior (Kidwell and Jewell, 2008). The marketing literature also posits that
habit is important determinant of repeat purchase intention (Grankvist and Biel, 2007;
Rauyruen et al., 2009). While defining habit, scholars viewed it as an automatic
behavioral response activated by a situational stimuli without being preceded by a
cognitive analytic process (Aarts et al., 1998).
The question remains as to what extent habit explains the variation in intention and
behavior? Conner and Armitage (1998), while reviewing past research on the
application of the TPB (Ajzen, 1991), mentioned that the addition of the construct
“habit” explained an additional 7.2 and 13 percent (both on average) of the variance in
intention and behavior, respectively. In addition, it was showed by other studies later
that mere positive attitude may not necessarily lead to purchase behavior unless
supported by consistent habit. For example, Tarkiainen and Sundqvist (2009) identified
that people may not buy enough organic food even if they maintain positive attitude,
since the ideological attitudes may not exist as habits. In other words, positive attitude
would transform to action when ideological attitude are adopted as habit. It follows
from other studies that habit has found a relevant role in organic food behavior context
(Aertsens and Verbeke, 2009; Loncaric et al., 2009; Zepeda and Deal, 2009).
In addition to the relevance of the variable, how plausible is the direct influence of








































noted, researchers defined habit as an automatic behavioral response activated by a
situational stimuli without being preceded by a cognitive analytic process (Aarts et al.,
1998). In the same line, other scholars defined habit as the repetition of a behavior
leading to a degree of automaticity, performed in a consistent context and stimuli
(Verplanken, 2006; Wood and Neal, 2007). Other studies indicated that this notion of
“automaticity” is expressed by the behavior exhibiting some or all of the four
characteristics: efficiency, lack of awareness on part of the actor, un-intentionality, and
un-controllability (Bargh, 1994). Thus, habit may ease the cognitive decision-making
process, thereby work as an important influencer of actual behavior (Aarts et al., 1998).
What could be missing under the organic food context?
After arguing for domain relevance, it may be examined whether the IBM model can
further be extended to enhance its comprehensiveness. Although the IBM framework
apparently includes most important determinants of purchase intention and behavior
under organic food behavior context, some additional variables may be considered
based on extant literature. The following deliberation argues in favor of these
plausible variables.
Past studies oftentimes postulate that trust influences consumer behavior of food
products, specifically for organic foods (Giannakas, 2002; Padel and Foster, 2005).
However, trust is also reported to be understudied in the sustainable consumption
context (Reisch and Thogersen, 2015). Past studies classified organic foods as
“credence products”, calling for disseminating enough credible information to
customers to elicit trust ( Janssen and Hamm, 2012). Trust may not necessarily point
only toward organic food itself but also toward trust on stakeholders related to organic
food supply chain and regulatory bodies. For example, Chen (2013) and Drescher et al.
(2012) indicated various expressions of trusts like trust on suppliers, trust on the
industry, and also the trust on various institutions that consumers think while trusting
organic foods as a whole. Similarly, Voona et al. (2011) measured consumers’ trust in
organic foods by measuring trusts in various stakeholders in the organic food sector.
Some studies indicated that the type of retail outlets may also confer variation in trust
(Pivato and Misani, 2008; Sirieix and Schaer, 2005). Thus, trust could be a relevant
candidate for inclusion as a multi-dimensional construct in the IBM framework.
The next question would be how we visualize trust in the framework. Does it
directly influence intention and/or purchase behavior? Past studies considered trust in
many ways. Since most studies investigated purchase intention rather than actual
purchase behavior, trust has been seen in relation to attitude and intention. While
investigating under the TPB framework, some researchers proposed it as a construct
that directly influences attitude and purchase intention. However, the direct influence
on purchase intention was not statistically supported (Rodríguez et al., 2011). Other
researchers viewed trust as a dimension of attitude toward organic food (Voona et al.,
2011). In contrast, some researchers viewed trust as a mediator in organic food choice.
In an experimental study by Zanoli et al. (2015), investigating the relationship between
organic logo and organic food choice, it was reported that trust has a mediation effect in
the organic food choice decision. However, the researchers did not use the TPB
framework; therefore, the conclusion may not readily be applicable under such
framework. Some other studies investigated the moderating effect of trust and
behavioral attitude on intention to pay premium prices. According to Osterhus (1997),
trust significantly moderates the relationship between personal norms and purchase







































It appears that researchers have disagreement about the role of trust, particularly
under the TPB framework. In general, the trend of results from past studies indicated
that lack of trust can be an impeding factor in consumers’ choice of organic foods
(Van Loo et al., 2013; Janssen and Hamm, 2012). Lack of trust may result in consumers
buying less organic foods despite having positive attitude and norms (Thogersen,
2009). In the same line, other studies indicated that trust facilitates the buying decision
of consumers (Zagata and Lostak, 2012; Essoussi and Zahaf, 2009). In addition,
consumers often do not buy enough of organic foods despite having higher level of
purchase intention or attitude (Aertsens and Verbeke, 2009; Gschwandtner, 2014b;
Padel and Foster, 2005; Thøgersen, 2009; Zhou, 2013). One of the reasons for such gap
is the lack of trust or uncertainties associated with organic food in the market (Wee,
2014; Vermeir and Verbeke, 2006).
It appears that trust has all the logical potential to weaken or augment the actual
purchase behavior of organic foods in relation to purchase intention (Nuttavuthisit and
Thøgersen, 2015). According to Baron and Kenny (1986), a moderator is a qualitative or
quantitative variable that affects the direction and/or strength of the relation between an
independent or predictor variable and a dependent or criterion variable. Since most
studies indicated that trust either strengthens or weakens the purchase behavior of
consumers, as well as trust has the potential to reduce the difference between intention
and actual behavior, trust could most likely be seen as a moderating variable in the IBM
framework, moderating the relationship between intention and behavior. In fact, trust
has been empirically tested as a moderator with significance results under TPB
framework (Tung et al., 2012). Still, since trust is still not extensively studied in
sustainable consumption context (Reisch and Thogersen, 2015), such generalization may
be subject to further empirical evidence specific to particular context and population.
Therefore, although trust has not been a part of the IBM, the amalgamation of trust
in the proposed framework may increase the relevance of the model to organic food
purchase behavior domain.
Another important determinant of consumer purchase behavior could be the “value”
considered while purchasing and consuming organic foods (Millock et al., 2004). These
values can be understood from the perspective of private goods attributes and public
goods attribute. Private goods can only be consumed by one household or individual
(e.g. an organic tomato), whereas public goods can be shared in the society, such that
the utility of their consumption by any one household is independent of and does not
exclude consumption by other households (Wier et al., 2008). “Use value” is primarily
derived from the utility of taste, health, and freshness, i.e., private good attributes,
which can only be experienced by consuming the product. On the other hand, “non-use
values” are defined as public goods values like the shared positive outcome of
improved environment and/or animal welfare.
There could be other non-use values as well. For example, existence value (utility from
knowing that organic cultivation exists), vicarious value (utility from indirect
consumption, e.g., knowing more about organic farming), bequest value (utility from
preserving organic farming for subsequent generations), and altruistic value (utility from
understanding that other households are achieving utility), and even “option price,”
referring to the value of having the probability of consuming organic products in future
(Millock et al., 2004). However, empirical investigation notes that although consumers
attach high importance to non-use values, the actual purchase behavior is determined
more by use-values than non-use values. Some recent studies contradict these findings








































The next question would be how these values can be visualized in the modified IBM
model? Based on early works by Rokeach (1973), past researchers posit that value
affects behavior through attitudinal components (Homer and Kahle, 1988; Carman,
1978). Although some researchers empirically tested the direct influence of value on
actual behavior and/or intention (Pereira et al., 2015; Choi and Kim, 2005), literature
exhibits that most researchers followed the classical value-attitude-behavioral intention
sequence while modeling the influence of value in consumer behavior (Mingyan et al.,
2014; Klöckner, 2012; Kim and Chung, 2011; Zanoli and Naspetti, 2001). Therefore, it
may be proposed that the influence of value would be on attitude that affects behavior
through intention.
This discussion clearly shows that the additional four variables that distinguish the
IBM from the TPB, are highly relevant to the organic food behavior context, as well as
inclusion of trust and value (use and non-use value) as additional variables. It remains
to be seen whether they put any significant effect on behavior when combined together,
thus hereby lays the foundation for an empirical research agenda in future. At the end,
it may be noted that dimensional elaboration of “value” and “situational constraints” is
not shown in the modified model (Appendix 2) due to the open possibility of flexible
operationalization by the context of specific researcher. Therefore, dimensions should
be noted as more of indicative rather than definitive.
Conclusion
Based on the inductive and deductive reasoning, comparing the relevance of the TPB
and additional four factors of the IBM and inclusion of trust and value as additional
constructs, it appears that the IBM framework may be relevant in explaining organic
food purchase behavior. The relevance may further be enhanced through domain-
specific operationalization of borrowed variables. As Montano and Kasprzyk (2008)
cautioned, elicitation interview should be conducted before testing the model to a
particular population so that the underlying beliefs behind attitude, norms, and
personal agency can be identified. Once these underlying beliefs are identified, as
authors pointed out, appropriate measures of the IBM constructs can be designed for
that particular behavior and population. Then a quantitative survey using those
measures can be conducted and analysis carried out to find the specific beliefs that best
explain the behavioral intention. It is high time that future researchers tested this model
in a new behavioral context.
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